
The unique solution to manage your biobank

Specimen Retrieval
Specimen registered and stored can be retrieved any time for specific use.
CRESALYS® users can search into the data base to identify the specimen of interest. 
The list created can be exported to use it to physically retrieve the tubes from storage. 
CRESALYS® can register the details of : specimen destine, conditions and complete
traceability of transport.
CRESALYS® can also manage specimens which are on a return-based retrieval 
(like paraffin cassette).

Directories
CRESALYS® offers a large number of interfaces to inform details on persons (clinicians, 
pathologists, technicians…), institutions, biobanks and projects in the format 
of directories.
 
Ready to use drop down lists
CRESALYS® proposes a large number of drop down lists so as to standardize 
but also strongly simplify data capture. 
Once data are standardized, query on these data is much more powerful and accurate.
Most of drop down lists can be edited by users to add new choices.
Fix lists can be also modified on demand within customization.
To speed up the startup of CRESALYS® at customer site, EXCILONE can provide 
the service to populate the drop down lists upon needs. Please inquire.

Quality management
CRESALYS® includes a complete audit trail that registers all data insertion with day, 
time and user connected data modification and deletion.
Data before and after modification are kept securely saved.
The audit trail cannot be modified even by administrator and constitutes a perfect 
traceability.

System architecture

CRESALYS® is a client-server application with direct access from 
client to data base server in TCP/IP network. 

CRESALYS® can be operated also in :
◗ Windows Terminal Server
◗ Citrix environments

Data base environment

CRESALYS® is compatible with :
◗ FireBird 2.0.X and higher and Oracle 9i and higher.

Firebird is a free software and open source SQL Data base, 
an excellent and powerful environment that is much easier 
to manage and which does not require on-site support unlike Oracle. 

If you choose to go for Firebird, EXCILONE will provide full support
for this environment, including installation as well as licences. 

CRESALYS® is delivered by default with Firebird. 

For Oracle installation, customer will have to provide the local 
support with an Oracle data base administrator for installation, 
settings and maintenance. Please inquire.

Query language
◗ SQL
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YOUR INTEGRATED SOLUTION FOR BIOBANKING FROM EXCILONE 

SNAPFROST®, ultra fast tissue specimen freezing system

Fix with RCL2®, The Safe alternative to formalin fixation to preserve 
molecular content and morphology

For more information : www.excilone.com

Distributor in your country

CRESALYS® SPECIFICATIONS

Operating system

Server
◗ Unix, Linux, Sun, Windows Server 2003

Client
◗ Windows XP SP3 and superior.

Peripherals compatible with CRESALYS®

◗ Any compatible with Windows.

Interface languages
◗ CRESALYS® is available in French and English.

Hardware minimal requirements
◗ Note that those requirements are directly influenced by 
the number of clients connected.

Typical configuration for a server for up to 10 clients 
◗ CPU : 3 GHz ;
◗ RAM: 2 Go ;
◗ Storage: RAID 5 with at least 3 discs 40 Go
◗ Network board: 1 Gbit ;
◗ Network protocol: TCP/IP ;
◗ Power supply protection ;
◗ Backup on tape.

Typical configuration for a client computer
◗ Operating system: Windows XP Pro (SP3) 
◗ CPU : 2 GHz
◗ RAM: 2 Go
◗ Graphic board: true colours 32 bits or 24 bits
◗ Minimal hard disk space: 30 Mo
◗ Network board: 10 or 100 Mb
◗ Network protocol: TCP/IP



cresalys®

Biobanking has become in the past few years an extremely essential activity for medical diagnosis, 
clinical an fundamental research.

Biological samples have now been clearly accepted by all communities as major assets for new 
biomarker discovery as well as for large scale genome projects and disease consortia. 

Biobanking practices have to dramatically change and revolutionize to bring in biorepositories quality 
and traceability to guarantee sample integrity. 

Only well-tracked an well-annotated biospecimens will have a real value for researchers and will 
generate results.

Multiple aspects can severely affect quality and traceability in biobanking and amongst which are most 
importantly sample management and tracking and frozen specimen quality.

CRESALYS® FUNCTIONALITIES

Restricted access
Access to CRESALYS® data is strongly restricted by user access management 
with password. CRESALYS® can manage a large number of users with different profiles 
of access. 
Access restriction is attached to the biobank. 
CRESALYS® can thus manage different biobanks from different labs or institutions 
but still access to each of them will be restricted upon user profile.
In addition, user profile can be : reader, standard user, manager or administrator.

Anonymization & private data access
CRESALYS® has been authorized by the French Commission on Private Data 
to manage private Patient data. 
Each user can be authorized or not to access specific private data. 
To anonymize Patients in the data base, CRESALYS® generates a unique 
and anonymous ID.

Tree organization of data
Data are organized in tree to simplify navigation within a Patient file.

Patient & Animal
CRESALYS® allows managing Patient, Animal or both.

Demographics
Patient demographics can be described including family links for genetic links 
identification.
Death and cause of death can also be registered.
Various IDs can be used to identify the Patient.
Those Ids include :
◗ ID given by the hospital
◗ ID given by the Biobank
◗ ID given automatically (unique ID) by CRESALYS®

Epidemiology & History
User can describe :
◗ Health condition at time of diagnosis
◗ Environmental (like work toxics) and nutritional factors that could have played 
a role in the pathology occurrence
◗ Patient & Family therapeutics history

Family link
Cresalys allows you to describe family link between two or more Patients so that 
you can manage genetic inheritance of diseases.

Patient follow-up
This interface allows registering patient follow-up data.
Survival curve is automatically calculated from date of first diagnosis.

Clinical Data
CRESALYS® provides a complete set of interfaces to report in details the content 
of the clinical report made by the clinician at time of diagnosis.
This includes especially diseases classifications from WHO (ICD-10) as well as 
Mac Kusick for genetic diseases classification. 
You can inform ongoing therapies whether radiation or drugs.
Interfaces can be further detailed by customization when required. 
CRESALYS® allows users to describe any kind of diseases including infectious, 
tumoral and genetic. 

Pathology Report
CRESALYS® provides a complete set of interfaces to report in details the content 
of the pathology report made by the pathology department at time of diagnosis.
This includes especially diseases classifications from WHO (ICD-10 and ICD-O).
Whether you use a disease (or lesion) classification different from ICD-10, 
CRESALYS® proposes an interface to define correspondences between ICD-10 codes 
and your classification codes.
Interfaces can be further detailed by customization when required.

Surgery and Specimen collection
User can describe day of surgery as well as method and type of specimen collected.
Surgeon can be also described.

Quick and Advanced Search
Quick search interface allows to search rapidly by ID and names either Patient 
or specimen. Result is provided as a list with dynamic link to allow direct access 
to the specimen or patient of choice by double-clicking in the list.
Advanced search is more complex but allows users to create any combination 
of query involving each and every data into CRESALYS®. This is particularly 
powerful when creating a list of specimen of interest for specific research projects. 
The large number of annotations that can be queried helps user create a list 
of very specific type of specimens.
Patient and specimen annotations can be queried.
The result is a list that can be exported into Excel.

Data import
Data can be imported into CRESALYS® to accelerate and facilitate the start 
when historical data are in large volume. Note that this feature is not directly 
accessible to user and is provided as a service by EXCILONE.

Data Export
Data can be exported using mainly the advanced search interface. 
Data are exported under Excel spreadsheet.
Export allows the extraction of any annotation desired associated with the specimen 
you are willing to work on. 

Specimen Reception
Whenever the biobank is not directly located in the Hospital department, 
Reception interface allows user describing the full details of transport conditions, 
day and time of reception, conditions at reception, donors… to guarantee 
a full traceability.

Specimen Storage & Annotations
CRESALYS® allows describing in details the conditions and location of storage.
User can describe multiple biobank locations.
The environment is extremely flexible and provides way of describing  any kind 
of stores (fridges, deep freezers, room temperature storage…) as well as storage 
disposables : racks, boxes, vials, tubes, straws,…
Racks and boxes are displayed graphically to simplify specimen registration.
Each specimen is attached with a large number of annotations including type 
of preparation, concentration, storage buffer, volume, etc…
CRESALYS® can manage a large variety of specimen and derived samples : 
tissues, any body fluids, DNA, cDNA, RNA, proteins, cells.

Unique identifier
CRESALYS® generates a unique identifier number (ID) for each new specimens 
registered. Each container (tube, slide, cassette…) has a unique ID to guarantee 
perfect traceability even if it is aliquotes. Those IDs cannot be modified by users 
or administrators.

Barcode
CRESALYS® includes function to edit barcode so as to print barcode label 
with the unique ID and other defined data in clear text.
EXCILONE can supply barcode printer and reader and can provide support for the 
supply of labels compatible with ultra low temperature storage. Please inquire.


